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Abstract: Recently, scholars have paid growing attention to ridesharing economy firms’ institutional
work to obtain legitimacy. More specifically, they have pinpointed the need for further research to
better understand the actions of institutional entrepreneurs across geographical contexts. In this
paper, we investigate Uber’s institutional strategies in the Brussels Capital Region from 2014 to
2020. Using the theoretical lens of institutional entrepreneurship, we apply content analysis of press
media to analyse Uber in relation to authorities, incumbents, drivers and users. We also delve into
the tactical aspects of Uber’s institutional work. The findings show that during the first years of
operation, Uber predominantly used strategies of framing and lobbying. The company also made
diverse articulations of theorization, collaboration, and negotiation. A more inductive reasoning
reveals that market strategies also have a part in Uber’s institutional work. According to the findings,
Uber’s quest for legitimacy in Brussels was not an unqualified success, due to conflicts and special
interests complicating the market. We formulate recommendations on how actors may build a more
sustainable market of ridesharing and provide some reflections on the theoretical framework.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, various scholars have launched a new stream of research, studying
the role of sharing economy organizations in shaping the institutional environment [1–5].
These new contributions are legitimate and deserve further continuation, given the growing
importance that the sharing economy represents in business and society. While the term
sharing economy is characterized by semantic richness and subject to scholarly debate [6],
digging into the variety of definitions would go beyond the purpose of our study. For the
sake of clarity and by way of guidance, we therefore refer to sharing economy as the range
of peer-to-peer platforms that match the supply and demand of sharing services, so as to
stimulate collaborative consumption and utilize idle capacity [1,7,8]. By using app-based
information technology embedded in innovative business models, these platforms aim
to facilitate services under regimes such as tourism, mobility, employment, and waste
reduction [1,9].
Notably, the disruptive nature of the sharing economy has posed significant challenges
to the agendas of actors such as incumbent players and local authorities. Illustrative, in
that respect, are the services in the ridesharing economy, with Uber as a dominant market
player. Recently, incumbent companies of the taxi sector have shown responses ranging
from being rather defensive to downright resistant towards Uber as a newcomer [10,11].
Local authorities, on their part, have been governing back-and-forth with mixed policy
outcomes, that have often benefitted special rather than the general interest in the market
of ridesharing [3,12,13].
The often conflictive nature of the interplay between ridesharing companies’ actions
and the institutional environment [3,12] has led scholars to address questions on how
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sharing economy companies attempt to gain legitimacy from governments in a particular
market context. Being rooted in an extensive range of theories on institutional work and
institutional entrepreneurship [14–19], the body of novel studies have generated interesting
insights both empirically and theoretically [3,4,20,21].
Taking a contingency perspective, these studies show how sharing economy companies develop strategies aimed at changing regulations in a particular geographic, often
city-level, context [21–23]. Although quite some companies in the sharing economy take a
global position in the business arena (e.g., Uber, Airbnb), it remains important to focus on
their local activity if we are to understand how their institutional strategies tend to differ
according to the context in which they operate [21,24–26].
In an attempt to reshape the institutional environment, sharing economy companies
act as institutional entrepreneurs. Institutional entrepreneurs, unlike classic entrepreneurs,
operate under business models that deviate from models that had already prevailed in
the institutional playing field [5,19]. Through a realm of strategic tactics, institutional
entrepreneurs seek to change the way the market is organized [27] in the search for competitive advantage [8].
The novel nature of the phenomenon of sharing economy, and ridesharing in particular, has led scholars to call for more research focused on specific contexts, so as to
enable cross-case and cross-context comparison [3,21]. Such an approach may add to a
better understanding of the diversity of “regulatory responses of governments at local,
national and supra-national levels” [7] (p. 9) in the field of sharing economy. Additionally,
more longitudinal studies are encouraged, to learn more about the evolution over time
of sharing economy companies’ institutional work [4]. Our study seeks to address these
gaps by examining Uber’s institutional work in the context of the Brussels Capital Region
(consisting of 19 municipalities, including the city of Brussels), henceforth referred to as
Brussels, for the sake of brevity, except when the full name is needed for reasons of clarity.
Using content analysis, we address the following research questions: (1) ‘Through
which strategies of institutional work does Uber attempt to reshape the institutional
context?’ and (2) ‘How does the city context of the Brussels Capital Region contribute to
understanding Uber’s efforts and (lack of) success in gaining legitimacy?’. Strategies of
institutional work may range from the communication of visions and ideas for change to
mobilization of resources, with the aim of reshaping institutions [16,19,28].
Studying Uber in Brussels is interesting for various reasons. First, the company has
international status and is highly visible when it comes to setting a foothold as a first mover
in the market of ridesharing. Second, Brussels plays a key role, not only as a decisionmaking centre of the European Union, but also as a major hub for lobbyists. On a local
level, the capital is also known for its heavily regulated taxi industry, which has fuelled
intense conflicts since the arrival of Uber in 2014. Third, the findings of our study may
further spark the debate on the role that new business models such as ridesharing services
may play in sustainable mobility systems and smart city management [6,29,30].
The literature in our paper used the integrative framework of institutional entrepreneurship developed by Pacheco et al. [17], and extended and tested by Klein Woolthuis et al. [31]
and Pelzer et al. [3]. The framework integrates perspectives from institutional theory, institutional economics and entrepreneurship research (e.g., Lawrence and Suddaby [16];
Battilana et al. [19]) to describe the institutional entrepreneur as an actor who seeks institutional change to gain economic rent. We added a contingency perspective to address
the need among scholars for analysing sharing services in specific contexts (e.g., Uzunca
et al. [21]; Pelzer et al. [3]). We also made suggestions for theoretical adjustment, based on
elements that emerged inductively from the data. This contributes to theories that state
that institutional strategies consist of both market and nonmarket strategies [21,23,32], a
classification that creates a broader view of how companies tend to reshape institutions.
With our findings, we hope to enable cross-geographical comparison with findings from
previous research on the subject.
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In our study, we also discuss what Uber’s business model may signify for sustainability.
The recent literature has addressed the impacts of the sharing economy on sustainability [1,33,34], particularly in environmental, technological, economic and social terms. Some
studies examined more specifically the sharing economy in urban contexts of sustainability (e.g., Gao and Li [35]; Zvolska et al. [36], Enochsson et al. [33]), while other studies
have recently investigated the aspects of Mobility-as-a-Service (e.g., Jittrapirom et al. [37];
Narayanan et al. [38]). At this stage, research needs further elaboration, though it is not
void of challenges in terms of methods and data [39]. While these studies do not fully align
with our focus on Uber’s institutional work, they have provided concepts to reflect on what
Uber’s institutional work may imply for sustainability in the urban context of Brussels.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents the existing literature
and outlines how concepts of institutional entrepreneurship might account for Uber’s
institutional strategies in the context of Brussels. Sections 3 and 4 describe the data
collection, the method of content analysis, and the findings from various perspectives. In
Section 5, we provide the discussion and conclusions of the findings. The section also
addresses implications for sustainability in the context of Brussels. Section 6 addresses
theoretical and practical implications and concludes with some limitations of the study.
2. Literature Review
For a good understanding of how companies are working to obtain legitimacy, we
need to analyse the institutional strategies that they unfold in a particular institutional
setting. Institutional strategies serve as a roadmap to the institutional entrepreneur, who
aims at creating, maintaining or disrupting institutions through actions of institutional
work [16].
In markets where governments and entrepreneurs interact to produce specific regulatory outcomes, legitimacy is a key factor influencing the entrepreneur’s success in
mobilizing resources in those markets [27,40,41]. By spreading knowledge about operations and influencing how authorities value business activities (referred to by Aldrich
and Fiol [41] as, respectively, cognitive legitimacy and socio-political legitimacy), the institutional entrepreneur may gain acceptance among key stakeholders who are directly or
indirectly involved in the entrepreneur’s business process [8,40,41].
During the last few decades, the view of organizations as active influencers of institutions has gained growing attention [14,16,17]. This has sparked the debate on how these
actors may reshape institutions, while at the same time being affected by these institutions [28]. It has become clear that, in order to become successfully embedded in markets,
actors should go beyond meeting current regulations or conforming to existing rules [42,43].
Driven by self-interest, they leave their mark by enforcing institutional change to their
advantage [17,19].
Such actions also characterize companies in the sharing economy. Operating under
business models that are often categorized, rightly or not, as disruptive [44], sharing
economy companies put huge effort into overcoming obstacles [4] resulting from scepticism
among public opinion and local authorities, and from resistance by incumbent industries
facing the threat of new market entrants [3,4,41].
Recent studies on the sharing economy (e.g., Zvolska et al. [4] on urban sharing
organizations; and Uzunca et al. [21], Boon et al. [20]; Pelzer et al. [3], on Airbnb and
Uber) generally confirm relevant theories of institutional work [14–18]. The studies have
shown that the predominant strategies of institutional work are of a kind that surpasses
the institutional status quo by creating or disrupting, rather than maintaining existing
institutions [16].
2.1. Contingency Perspective
The recent contributions on institutional work in the sharing economy (e.g.,
Pelzer et al. [3]; Boon et al. [20]; Zvolska et al. [4]) have revealed the need for further
investigation of the phenomenon across geographical contexts. This is based on the idea
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that context matters, since there is no one single way companies and institutions interact.
Consequently, understanding context-related factors may help to explain which institutional strategies work well in which institutional environments [8,19,23].
The success of changing the institutional environment depends on the company’s
strategic strengths, but also on the nature of the environment in terms of weak or strong
regulations [23,45,46]. In their case study of Airbnb and Uber, Uzunca et al. [21] point out
that city contexts which are characterized by weak institutions generally create more leeway
to sharing economy companies for obtaining legitimacy, without having to face strong
resistance from incumbents. Leeway is, on the other hand, more limited in cities with strong
regulations, where tight connections between incumbents and regulatory authorities force
the institutional entrepreneur to develop alternative institutional strategies [21,27]. Hence,
context not only dictates how companies such as Uber need to mobilize their resources in
obtaining legitimacy, but also influences the way conflicts with other actors are settled [22].
The relevance of context also becomes clear when differences in governance levels are
highlighted. In that light, Hong and Lee [47] point out that in the sharing economy, policy
makers at centralized governance levels tend to accommodate more easily to companies
such as Uber than policy makers at a more decentralized, city level. The explanation is
that the governance level tends to determine the distribution between the benefits (e.g., a
more sustainable society) and the costs (disruption of incumbents), as perceived by policy
makers [48].
It is noteworthy that the contingency perspective should not be at odds with the global
market position that a company occupies [19,24]. More specifically, sharing economy
companies such as Airbnb and Uber have global status, while facing challenges with
competitors and regulatory authorities at the city level [8,21]. Therefore, analysing sharing
economy companies’ local operations may help to gain a better sense of their role as an
institutional entrepreneur in effectuating institutional change in cities [19,24]. It may also
help to understand the role that local key stakeholders play [8,25], and the impact they
may have on the success of institutional entrepreneurs’ actions in a given context [19]. Our
research takes this contingency perspective by analysing Uber’s institutional strategies
in Brussels.
2.2. The Framework of ‘Coevolution of Institutional Entrepreneurship’
For the analysis of the tactical nature of institutional strategies, we build on the framework of ‘coevolution of institutional entrepreneurship’ developed by Pacheco et al. [17],
and adjusted by Klein Woolthuis et al. [31] and Pelzer et al. [3] to address institutional
entrepreneurship, respectively, in the field of sustainable urban projects and ridesharing.
The framework of Pacheco et al. [17] integrates perspectives from the literature on institutional theory, institutional economics and entrepreneurship research, to understand the
institutional entrepreneur’s legitimacy-seeking actions. The framework conceptualizes
the institutional entrepreneur not only as an actor who seeks institutional change (the
institutional theory perspective), but also as an actor who, driven by self-interest, seeks to
change institutions with the intention of earning economic rent (the institutional economics
perspective). By emphasizing the institutional entrepreneur’s economic motivation and
exploitation of opportunities, Pacheco et al. [17] highlight the concepts that classic and
institutional entrepreneurship have in common [19,49,50]. This perspective contributes
to exploring how sharing economy companies such as Uber utilize resources to change
institutions [19,51]. Similarly to other internationally active companies, they play by the
rules of both market and nonmarket logic to improve their competitive advantage [8,52,53].
To that end, they develop various strategies of institutional work, which will be discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Through a strategy of framing, “institutional entrepreneurs seek to depict their preferred institutional arrangement as appealing to the widest possible audience” [17] (p. 990).
In that light, a variety of tactics may be used. One common tactic is to share visions for
change that find broad support in the institutional context [17,19,54]. Using a rhetoric
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for change, institutional entrepreneurs present their actions as a better, often superior,
alternative to cope with current problems. Institutional entrepreneurs’ articulations may
go even further, as they invoke a sense of urgency or point to the need to break with old
ways of running operations [19,54].
The process of framing may become more complex, as the institutional entrepreneur
shows affinity with other actors in the playing field, while at the same time expressing
the need for new rules [19]. An important element of this tactic entails convincing other
actors in the market that the new rules equally apply to their benefit [55], which may help
to strengthen the connection with like-minded actors.
Institutional entrepreneurs may also engage in framing by making persuasive identity
claims on what they stand for, or what they do not [56]. In that regard, Pelzer et al. [3]
found evidence on framing tactics used by UberPOP in Amsterdam, positioning itself as a
technology company, rather than an operator in the taxi industry.
Through theorization, institutional entrepreneurs specify abstract (theoretical) categories to define cause-and-effect relationships that are relevant in their field of operations [17]. Theorization is an important element of institutional work that allows actors
to either maintain, create or disrupt the institutional environment [14,16]. In institutional
theory, theorization has been considered as a mechanism for building coalitions with key
stakeholders who are directly or indirectly involved in the entrepreneur’s operations [17].
A common tactic of theorization relates to institutional entrepreneurs’ efforts to legitimize
innovations by explicitly articulating how new technologies may contribute to solving
specific problems in society [14]. Through the naming of new constructs [16,57], the entrepreneur uses rhetoric of cause-and-effect relationships fitting in the institutional context.
Theorization, as well as framing, mainly exists by virtue of explicit communication, unlike
other institutional strategies such as lobbying, collaboration, and negotiation (see infra),
which also entail genuine actions to achieve regulatory change [58,59]. If theorization
is effective, then the institutional entrepreneur will find support for the innovative way
in which operations may be run, and eventually succeed in having the innovation diffused [60]. In the sharing economy, companies tend to use theorization mostly with the
intention of creating or disrupting, rather than maintaining, institutions [4]. More specifically, sharing companies tend to theorize about how their operations may contribute to
sustainable mobility systems (in case of ridesharing, e.g., Pelzer et al. [3]), or how they may
be beneficial for actors (such as users and authorities) in a broader, societal context (in case
of home sharing, Boon et al. [20]).
Another institutional, nonmarket strategy is lobbying, which is used among institutional entrepreneurs to improve their competitive advantage by (pro)actively influencing
the institutional context [23,61]. Through efforts of advocacy work, lobbyists mobilize
resources to shape norms and beliefs that are relevant in their playing field, with the
intention of obtaining political support [16]. While lobbying is challenging to define and
measure [62,63], it generally refers to a variety of efforts such as providing information
and financial incentives, to affect institutional decision making [45,59,64,65]. Not seldom,
and this also applies to the sharing economy, actions of lobbying take place behind the
scenes [58], though there is evidence of actions trickling down via the media to the public [3]. Lobbying activities may be conducted either at the individual corporate level or
through collective action [45]. Focusing on the individual lobbyist is insightful, especially
when the institutional entrepreneur is sufficiently powerful to take individual initiative in
seeking more legitimacy [17,45]. More specifically, when entrepreneurs have good financial
provision and knowledge skills for influencing public policy, they will more likely lobby
authorities on individual initiative [45]. Individual lobbying also typifies firms in the
sharing economy [4]. Ridesharing companies such as Uber, for example, tend to be quite
aggressive and non-compliant when it comes to influencing city authorities [3,21]. Such
behaviour cannot be considered in isolation from the strong opposition built by incumbents in the industry. Such dynamics tend to spark a context of ‘dog eat dog’, where the
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ridesharing company, in its role of institutional entrepreneur, does not hesitate to mobilize
users towards lobbying policy makers, sometimes by way of social media [22].
Through collaboration, institutional entrepreneurs tend to participate in lobbying
based on collective instead of individual actions [23]. They seek advantages that are hard
to attain on an individual basis [66], while they capitalize on common interests shared with
other actors to increase power over institutions [17,45]. The importance of collaboration
as a source of institutional change has also been demonstrated by Lawrence et al. [67].
Lawrence and colleagues have emphasized that collaboration entails an entire process,
whereby the institutional entrepreneur builds relationships and connects with other actors
to diffuse new technologies beyond the context in which collaborations take place. Building
these relationships may add to institutional entrepreneurs’ credibility and reputation in
the long term [45]. However, collaborative undertakings do not always run smoothly,
since they form part of a complex political process that involves multiple interests [19].
More specifically, when the institutional entrepreneur aims to introduce its technology as
a common standard, other partners will have to be convinced of that standard. In highly
disruptive markets, this may be complicated, since the institutional entrepreneur often
faces strong resistance from incumbents who experience the new technology as a serious
threat [68]. This is a point of attention, since the adoption of the technology by other
organizations is key for having innovative technologies effectively institutionalized [67].
The complicated situation also characterizes the sharing economy, where firms undertake
collaborations with governing authorities, and far beyond [21]. Key relationships with
multiple stakeholders are built with the purpose of diffusing disruptive innovation [12,21].
While disruption is clearly the main purpose of companies such as Uber, the debate
remains about whether the outcome of the company’s institutional efforts is genuinely
disruptive [3,44]. In this regard, the collaborative actions that Uber undertakes with
business partners and other actors in the market [3] may, if not disrupt, at least help them
to transform the incumbent industry [44].
Building on the ‘contractual form’, conceptualised in institutional economics as a
mechanism for institutional change [17], Klein Woolthuis et al. [31] proposed negotiation
as an institutional strategy in the context of urban sustainability projects. Through negotiation, institutional entrepreneurs make formal or informal arrangements to operate their
innovative business models at favourable terms [17,20,31]. In city contexts of ridesharing,
institutional entrepreneurs such as Uber use negotiation tactics by initiating talks, at times
aggressively loaded, with local ministries over licenses and technical requirements [3].
In a broader context, sharing economy firms use negotiation as a tactic to influence the
perceptions of key stakeholders such as incumbents, platform users, and institutional
authorities to exploit novel business undertakings [21].
During the coding process, our attention was drawn to a category that is linked with
the concept of market strategy. Through market strategies, firms set up actions of discounts
and free rides, as well as investments in infrastructure [21], with the purpose of increasing
market share and improving economic performance [8,32]. Market strategies differ from
nonmarket strategies, the latter whose main purpose is to increase a company’s power over
institutions. The category of market strategy, which emerged inductively from the data,
may contribute to the theory that considers market and nonmarket strategies as two subsets
of institutional strategy. The institutional entrepreneur combines both subsets to jointly
improve legitimacy and competitive advantage [23,32,45,46]. Considering this market
strategy may create a broader view of how Uber works towards shaping the institutional
context. In their case study analysis, Uzunca et al. [21] confirm that sharing economy firms
such as Uber and Airbnb use both market and nonmarket strategies to increase legitimacy
and improve competitive advantage in specific city contexts.
In the literature, the argument has been made that the use of institutional strategies
tends to follow a particular time order. More specifically, institutional entrepreneurs would
first tend to develop strategies based on vision sharing (made concrete in our paper through
framing and theorization), to subsequently mobilize resources in a next stage (e.g., through
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strategies such as lobbying and collaboration) [19,69]. Inspired by the empirical work by
Pelzer et al. [3] on Uber in Amsterdam, for which no evidence on a possible order was
found, we test whether such time order characterizes Uber’s institutional work in Brussels.
3. Methodology
The empirical part of our research is based on content analysis of textual data from
media sources. The technique, which in this paper follows both a quantitative and qualitative approach, provides several advantages. With no active participants involved in the
data process, content analysis offers the benefit of obtaining data on actors’ behaviour in
an unobtrusive and non-reactive way [70]. If carried out with attention to issues of validity
and reliability, content analysis may allow for an objective, transparent and rigorous scanning of the data resulting from the documents [71]. Although content analysis has suffered
from the myth of lacking theoretical backdrop and mainly focusing on what is measurable [70,71], thanks to scholarly progress and incremental insights, the method has proved
suitable both as a deductive and inductive scientific approach [72–75]. The approach of
our study is mainly deductive, since it applies existing theory to data gathered from press
content [73,76]. Through this approach, we hope to facilitate replication in future research.
Our study also contains an element of inductive reasoning, as we developed a category
grounded in the data [72,77]. By taking this two-way approach, we hope to stimulate new
insights into the novel and so far underexplored subject of institutional work in the sharing
economy.
3.1. Sample and Data Collection
We selected data from the five largest Belgian newspapers (De Tijd, de Standaard,
De Morgen, Le Soir and La Libre Belgique), a Brussels local newspaper (Bruzz), and
a Belgian weekly business magazine (Trends/Tendances, issued in Dutch and French).
All media sources cover the major geographical regions in Belgium in terms of readers’
audience (Flanders, Wallonia, and Brussels) and maintain high standards of objectivity,
integrity, and representativeness. We accessed the sources through Go Press Academic,
the scholarly media database, except for the local Brussels newspaper, which offers free
access to archives. A small-scale pilot scan pointed out that the sources were eligible for
identifying content on Uber’s strategies of institutional work. We applied a search query
using the keywords ‘Uber’ and ‘Brussel’ (Dutch name) or ‘Bruxelles’ (French name). We
were interested in all business services operated by Uber (UberPOP, UberX, UberBLACK,
and UberVAN) since its entry into Brussels, so as to create a full picture of the company’s
strategies of institutional work in Brussels. The media scans covered a seven-year period
from 1 January 2014 (the year when Uber entered into Brussels) to 31 December 2020 (the
most recent full calendar year of the analysis). In total, we retrieved 1860 articles, of which
483 eventually had the right scope. All 483 articles were used for describing the history
context of Uber’s institutional work in Brussels. After the deletion of duplicates of articles
reporting on the same event, we ended up with 91 quotes that were useful for identifying
institutional strategies (see Table 1).
Table 2 lists the different steps of the coding process in detail. Using the guidelines
of content analysis developed in Hsieh et al. [73], Erlingsson and Brysiewicz [78], and
Bryman [70], we divided the full article texts into shorter texts, referred to as meaning units.
Subsequently, we reduced the meaning units down to condensed meaning units in the
form of quotes, while preserving the core content of the quotes. In a next step, we labelled
the condensed meaning units with codes. The codes were subsequently assigned to the
categories, representing the strategies of institutional work. We ensured that the categories
were unidimensional, exhaustive and mutually exclusive [71]. During the process, we were
also able to identify sub-codes that we could assign to sub-categories. While the categories
represent the main strategies of institutional work as rooted in the theory, the sub-categories
provide more detailed information on the way Uber articulated these strategies with a
view to obtaining legitimacy in the context of Brussels. While many of the sub-categories
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can be interpreted against the backdrop of the theory of institutional work, some other
sub-categories reveal that the Brussels context matters in understanding the institutional
work of ridesharing companies such as Uber.
Table 1. Process of content analysis—search and extraction process.
Steps

Number of
Articles or Quotes

Search process of written media press in Go Press Academic database
(newspapers) and Bruzz, local Brussels newspaper
Search terms: [‘Uber’ AND ‘Brussel’] // [‘Uber’ AND ‘Bruxelles’]
Time period of media coverage: 1 January 2014—31 December, 2020

1860 articles

Content for history analysis
Removal of articles with irrelevant scope, based
on the following criteria:
Core news not on Uber; Uber only mentioned as an example; Uber in
geographical location different from Brussels

483 articles

Identifying quotes, after removal of duplications, referring to categories

74 articles with
minimum one
quote

Assigning quotes to the six categories of strategies (five from theory and
one category of ‘market strategy’)

91 useful quotes

Table 2. Process of content analysis—coding process.
Steps
Reading full-length articles—searching for relevant content
Selection of appropriate paragraphs
Removal of duplicates of press releases on same news event
Shortening the text into quotes while still preserving the core meaning
Assigning codes (labels) that describe each condensed meaning unit in one
or a few words
Grouping the codes based on the institutional strategies
Assigning sub-codes to identify subcategories
Grouping the sub-codes—theory- and exploration-based

Terms Used in
Content Analysis
Meaning unit

Condensed
meaning unit
Code
Category
Sub-code
Sub-category

Source: Hsieh and Shannon [73]; Erlingsson and Brysiewicz [78]. Quotes were coded using the NVivo software
package.

3.2. Method
We analysed the data from the content analysis (available in the Supplementary
Materials) to serve three purposes [71,73].
First, through an in-depth and open-ended analysis, we could map out Uber’s history
of actions related to institutional work in Brussels. Comparable to case study design, this
approach contains a substantial element of narrative, by offering a holistic and layered
storytelling of Uber’s institutional strategies in Brussels [70,71,79]. Through this approach,
we were able to map out the dynamic character of ridesharing in Brussels, with a focus on
Ubers’ intentional actions, as well as responses by incumbents and authorities.
Second, by turning coded texts into numerical information, we were able to add a
quantitative element to the data. For the period of 2014–2020, we computed the frequency
with which words or quotes occurred in the media texts, in accordance with the strategies
defined in the theory [72]. The approach also enabled us to identify the ups and downs in
Uber’s activity of institutional work over time by registering which institutional strategies
tended to predominate.
Third, against the theoretical backdrop of institutional work, we used the coded texts
to analyse the different categories in a qualitative way [71]. Putting emphasis on the content
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and meaning of each category allowed us to deepen the understanding of Uber’s strategies
of institutional work. While this approach mainly adds to a deductive reasoning by testing
existing theory, it has also created room for a more inductive approach by building a
category grounded in the data [71,72].
3.3. Validity and Reliability
Since coding procedures are subject to biases [76], we took several measures to address
the (1) construct validity, (2) internal validity, (3) external validity, and (4) inter-coder
reliability of our findings.
First, to ensure construct validity, we collected the information from mainstream
Belgian newspapers (from centre-right to centre-left on the political spectrum) involved in
high-quality economic and corporate reporting on Belgium and Brussels. This approach
allowed us to work with a broad-scope and diverse set of text material, appropriate for
identifying categories in accordance with the concepts from the theory [70,74,75].
Second, the internal validity was strengthened by including a longitudinal element in
our content analysis. The time horizon from January 2014 to December 2020 enabled us (i)
to ensure sufficient congruence between the concepts and the data; (ii) to warrant stability,
by minimizing the coincidence of observations from the data; and (iii) to check for an order
of occurrence in Uber’s institutional strategies [70].
Third, we also gave thought to the generalizability of the results to other contexts and
actors to address the issue of external validity. Generalizing results from a study on a rather
new phenomenon in a specific context has its limits, due to the non-random sampling
characterizing media text analysis [80]. We, therefore, extracted the maximum out of the
data sample by scanning the text for the purpose of both history writing and analysis
of Uber’s strategies. We further attempted to strengthen validity by considering a time
horizon that spans about Uber’s total length of stay reached so far.
Fourth, the inter-coder reliability was addressed by dividing part of the coding work
among the two authors. Coding is, however, a time-consuming process, which makes it
unrealistic to have all content coded by both researchers [81]. Therefore, duplicate coding
work was carried out for only a subset of the sample [82,83]. More specifically, the two
authors independently conducted the stage of assigning the condensed meaning units (in
the form of quotes) to the various categories, thus meeting the minimum of 10% duplicate
coding work, as recommended by Hodson [82]. In the case of divergent views on the
outcome, the authors reached consensus through discussion. When the outcome was
inconclusive, the observation was not used.
4. Findings
This section provides an overview of the findings. First, we start out with a broad
outline of Uber’s institutional work in the context of Brussels. The longitudinal dimension
along with the narrative element help to map out the process by which Uber’s strategies
have unfolded over time. While the main focus lies on Uber’s actions, this case-type part
of the findings also sheds light on actions and views by other actors in the market such
as incumbents, drivers, users, and policy makers at the city level. Second, we provide a
timeline of the frequencies with which quotes or words that refer to institutional strategies
were found in the text material. The results show the ups and downs of Uber’s efforts to
obtaining legitimacy. Third, we capitalize on the richness of the data by describing Uber’s
different strategies of institutional work in depth. We discuss the findings with reference to
the theory of institutional work.
4.1. Uber in the Context of Brussels: A Brief History
4.1.1. Period 2014–2015: The Launch of UberPOP and UberX
Uber’s entry into Brussels on the 25th of February 2014 did not go unnoticed. Deploying an online app and secretly recruiting drivers in and around Brussels, the company
launched UberPOP, its first ride-hailing platform. Through the platform, users and un-
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licensed, non-professional drivers were brought together. Soon after the launch, the
incumbent taxi drivers in Brussels were poised to take protest action against UberPOP’s
operations. Despite the claim of the Brussels Minister of Public Transportation, Brigitte
Grouwels, that Uber was illegal and had to comply with existing regulation, the company
continued to operate ride-hailing services, using promotional activities such as free rides.
In April 2014, the Court sustained complaints filed by taxi associations that Uber was
not a legal taxi company, which forced the company to cease operations under threat of
penalty. A wind of change blew in favour of Uber when Neelie Kroes (Vice President of
the Commission and Commissioner for the Digital Agenda) expressed her disagreement
with the Court’s decision and the view of Brussels authorities. Her view that the Court’s
decision mainly ruled in favour of the supposed ‘taxi cartel’ and not the users was further
echoed at the city level, where political parties urged the government to make the taxi law
‘Uber proof’. A striking observation was the quick turnaround made in mobility policy
conducted in Brussels. At the end of 2014, Pascal Smet (at that time, newly appointed
as Minister of Mobility in Brussels) ordered police on behalf of the Brussels government
to enforce a de-activation of the Uber app in Google’s and Apple’s app stores. Only a
few months later, in February 2015, however, the same Minister of Mobility announced
plans for a new taxi regulation in Brussels. The playing field that resulted from the new
regulation would clearly embrace new market players such as Uber, given the stipulations
such as the listing and self-employment status of drivers, as well as the obliged insurance
policies imposed on cars and users. The heavy counter reaction by the taxi drivers made
the relationship with Uber drivers and Brussels government deteriorate from bad to worse,
which eventually culminated in new protests. The quick change in policy making combined
with conflictive chain reactions was an indication of busy activity of institutional work on
the part of Uber, which is also confirmed by our findings under Section 4.3. In September
2015, Uber launched UberX, a service that would operate with professional drivers under
limousine permit, at slightly higher fares. However, with UberPOP still operating in the
market, conflicts lingered on as taxi drivers organized new protests and reported evidence
of Uber lobbyists having breakfast meetings with the Brussels Minister of Mobility. The
struggle for power among authorities, incumbents and Uber finally settled on 25 September,
when the Brussels Court of Commerce ruled that UberPOP should shut down operations
on grounds of illegality. Efforts by Uber to obtain legitimacy for UberPOP through an
online petition, signed by more than 25,000 users, did not help to counter the decision.
4.1.2. Period 2015–2020: UberX, UberBLACK and UberVAN
The shut-down of the UberPOP service redirected the incumbents’ target towards
UberX, which was also alleged to violate the Brussels taxi legislation. A grey zone of
rules was governing the playing field of ridesharing, as the spokesman of the Minister
of Mobility argued that UberX did not comply with the spirit of the law on limousine
services, which required a written contract of at least three consecutive hours at a minimum
price of EUR 90. Uber, who framed the requirements to be anti-competitive and feeding
monopoly power, responded by establishing the ‘Platform Rider Association’, a platform
that was to organize limousine services, but was, in legal terms and according to public
opponents, regarded as dubious. In April 2016, the Brussels Minister of Mobility proposed
a new taxi plan for Brussels. The new plan would create additional benefits for the
traditional taxi drivers, for example, in the form of tax cuts and app-connected digital
taxi meters. The plan would also tackle issues of licensing, registration and transparency
that had arisen with Uber’s entry into Brussels. The ultimate aim was to create a level
playing field of social and fiscal terms under which both private and taxi drivers were
to operate. While the plan still distinguished between the taxi service and the limousine
service—the latter operated by Uber—the idea of the Minister was to propose an updated
plan that would stipulate one single regulation for both services, and replace the digital
taximeter with an app to be used for all services. The proposals, however, ended in a
deadlock, as taxi drivers, backed up by Febet (Federation of Belgian Taxi Drivers) and
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the French-speaking socialist party, continued to protest against the proposal. While the
newly proposed taxi plan remained a dead letter, Uber continued its operations under
limousine terms by differentiating towards new, more luxurious services using professional
drivers: UberBLACK and UberVAN, launched half in 2016 and half in 2017. This business
approach was set to be the only one left after Uber had lost an appeal against the Court’s
ruling that UberPOP (operating with non-professional drivers) was illegal. The ruling had
shifted the focus of the protests towards the services that were still operating in the Brussels
market. The lack of a fundamental and sustainable framework to regulate taxi services in
all its aspects had created a lacuna that had mainly been filled up by legal disputes and
settlements ranging from “Uber is not a digital company, but a company operating under
the classic taxi regulation” (decision by the European Court of Justice, December 2017) to
“Uber is totally legal” (French-speaking corporate court of Brussels, January 2019).
4.2. Institutional Strategies: Timeline of Frequencies
Against the background of the theory, this section reports on the frequencies of Uber’s
institutional strategies in Brussels: framing, theorization, collaboration, lobbying, and negotiation. A sixth category, market strategy, emerged inductively from the coding process.
As indicated in Figure 1, most of Uber’s institutional work took place in 2014 and 2015,
with, respectively, 43 and 29 cases. Back then, the company entered the Brussels market
with the launch of UberPOP which, due to its legal controversy, was soon succeeded by
UberX. Notably, Uber’s institutional work further declined in 2016 and 2017, when, as
described under Section 4.1, the company had to face several complaints and await the
Court’s decision regarding its (il)legality. Uber’s institutional work smoothly picked up
again in 2019 and 2020, when the company, facing growing resistance from the taxi federation, started to differentiate its strategy towards UberBLACK and UberVAN. The results
show that Uber’s institutional work mainly entailed, in order of importance, strategies
of lobbying (33 cases), framing (30 cases) and collaboration (12 cases), followed by theorization (11 cases), market strategies (3 cases) and negotiation (2 cases). It is noteworthy
how in the first two years Uber’s strategies of vision sharing (mainly through framing
and, to a lesser extent, theorization) were immediately combined with strategies based
on mobilizing resources (mainly through lobbying and collaboration), thus indicating the
absence of any specific time order in the use of strategies. The findings in Section 4.3 will
cover the tactical aspects of the institutional strategies in depth.

Figure 1. Strategies of institutional work—number of cases per category per year.
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The marked decrease in Uber’s institutional work that set in after 2015 is worthy of
reflection. From what we observed under Section 4.1, we suggest two possible explanations
for this pattern. First, the early years of foreign market operation are a period when
companies are still unfamiliar with the new context. As a result, they tend not to miss
the moment to exploit any tactic that might help to reshape institutions to their benefit.
This early stage may give incumbents time to prepare responsive actions by mobilizing
resources against the newcomer. Our findings indicate an upsurge of such actions in 2017
and 2018, due to manifestations initiated by the Brussels taxi sector against the newly
proposed taxi law.
Second, the strong resistance by the taxi sector may have triggered the change of
course that Uber undertook with the launch of new services such as UberBLACK, -VAN,
and -X. Rather than continue with visible tactics, Uber exploited loopholes to comply with
the limousine law. This may suggest that Uber’s tactics had become more subtle and less
salient in the media, which is not surprising, given the company’s progress on the learning
curve of institutional work.
During the coding process, we were able to further refine the strategies of framing
and lobbying into sub-categories. In general, most of the strategies revealed further
tactical details. As Table 3 indicates, Uber used a strategy of framing by referring to old
regulations governing the taxi sector (13 cases); the company’s compliance with operational
requirements for drivers (6 cases); and the use of identity claims (11 cases). In terms of
lobbying, we found activities by the company at two levels of policy making: the Brussels
Capital Region (25 cases) and the European Union (8 cases). With regard to theorization,
Uber defined various cause-and-effect relationships (11 cases) by articulating the value
added of its business model in terms of innovation and sustainable mobility. Strategies of
collaboration (12 cases) were mainly undertaken with other private actors, such as Brussels
Airlines and competitors. Other collaborative efforts reached out to taxi drivers and the
local government. While market strategy mainly involved discounts and free rides offered
to users, the strategy of negotiation was, though clear-cut, only minimally used.
Table 3. Uber’s strategies of institutional work.
Strategy of Institutional Work/Sub-Category

Framing

(Group of) Keyword(s)

Number

Old regulation

Law is outdated
Level playing field is lacking
Monopoly still in place

10
2
1

Compliance

Licence
Drivers’ profession

3
3

Identity

Not a taxi service
Technology company
Private car as a competitor

5
4
2

A new ecosystem leads to new
opportunities for sustainable mobility
Competition leads to lower prices
Innovation is faster than regulation
Innovation solves mobility problems

1
1
3

Brussels Capital
Region

Need for adapted rules
Seeking legitimacy and acceptance

21
4

European Union

Need for adapted rules
Seeking legitimacy and acceptance

7
1

Collaboration with insurance company
Collaboration with Brussels Airlines
Collaboration with competitors
Collaboration with taxi drivers
Collaboration with government
Collaboration with users

1
2
3
2
2
1

Theorization

Lobbying

Collaboration

6
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Table 3. Cont.
Strategy of Institutional Work/Sub-Category

(Group of) Keyword(s)

Number

Collaboration with public transport

1

Negotiation

Preparedness to talk

2

Market strategy

Price strategies of discounts and free rides

3

4.3. Uber as an Institutional Entrepreneur in Brussels: Strategies of Institutional Work
In this section, we discuss Uber’s institutional strategies more in-depth, by referring
to theory and proposing adjustments based on the data.
4.3.1. Framing
With regard to framing, Uber made various attempts to legitimize its position through
narratives on three subjects related to the market of ridesharing in Brussels: old regulation,
compliance and identity. First, in terms of old regulation, Uber explicitly emphasized the
outdated character of the taxi law that preserved incumbents’ monopoly power at the
cost of a level playing field in the Brussels market. More specifically, in 2014 and 2015,
soon after the launch of UberPOP, the company stressed the urgent need for adapting the
outdated law to new technologies:
“The Brussels transport regulation existed for decades before the arrival of the internet.
It may be time to ask the question of how to adapt this technology to the needs of the
inhabitants.”
(Pierre-Dimitri Gore-Coty, General Manager at Uber Western Europe, in La Libre
Belgique, 17 April 2014).
Similar evidence on Uber highlighting the outdatedness of the law was found by
Pelzer et al. [3] who, in their study on UberPOP in Amsterdam, referred to the ‘anachronism
argument’ as an underlying element of Uber’s strategy of framing. Our findings have
shown how Uber tried to persuade others that the old regulation was the problem, rather
than Uber. Efforts of definitional work [16] were made to further extend rhetoric to new
laws. Uber even pushed the framing beyond the boundaries of the Brussels Capital Region
by pointing at the potential conflict between local jurisdiction and the freedom of movement
of businesses as stated by the EU:
“The question is whether this is not contrary to the higher principles such as the freedom
to do business and the free movement of services in the European Union”
(Lawyers of Uber in Bruzz, 9 September 2015).
A second subject of framing related to Uber’s efforts to ensure compliance with
existing regulations. Uber repeatedly stressed that it met requirements in terms of licensing
and other activity certifications related to drivers’ professions. This was the case for
UberPOP and later UberX, in agreement with Brussels Minister of Mobility:
“We work with drivers who have a license for paid transport, a medical certification, a
certificate for technical conformity, a VAT number, etc. They have a contract of more than
three hours spread over different journeys, which complies with the law. The Minister of
Mobility, Pascal Smet, agreed to this principle.”
(Filip Nuytemans, General Manager at Uber Belgium, in La Libre Belgique,
14 October 2015).
Uber continued to frame these issues of compliance up until 2020, when it initiated
plans to expand into other cities in Belgium. As part of its compliant behaviour, the
company presented itself as a solution to the alleged problem of undeclared work that still
persisted in a sector supportive to cash.
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“We offer a solution for undeclared work. All payments on the Uber network are made by
credit card and are traceable. That’s a big step forward in an industry where cash is still
the rule.”
(Filip Nuytemans, General Manager at Uber Belgium, in De Morgen, 13 December
2014).
To put things in perspective, this frame should be mirrored against the view of the
Public Social Security Service of the Belgian Federal Government that in 2019 classified
Uber drivers as workers, not independents.
Clearly, this second subject of framing highlights the central role of drivers in Uber’s
framing of regulatory aspects such as licensing, VAT issues, medical certification and
technical conformity. Uber’s reference to drivers in its framing tactics makes sense, since
drivers occupy, along with users, a key position on the online platform market where
services of ridesharing are traded. Importantly, as Uber switched from the UberPOP to
the UberX service, the company tackled a major legality issue by henceforth working with
licensed drivers. The commitment was an important step towards compliance with norms
of social sustainability in the context of Brussels.
A third subject of framing expressed by Uber is about how the company defines and
positions itself in relation to the incumbents in the market of taxi services. Our findings
showed how Uber positioned itself as a company that differs from the traditional taxi
business. More specifically, during the period 2014–2019, the company proclaimed itself
as a technology company that liaises supply and demand in the market of ridesharing
services, while adding value to the local economy.
“One thing is sure: we are not a technology company like others: 75 to 80% of prices
charged go directly into the pockets of the citizens of Brussels.”
(Travis Kalanick, CEO at Uber, in Trends, 09 June 2016).
“Uber is a technology company, but unlike other companies in the tech world, we only
earn our income from these service fees.”
(Joost Verdiesen, Operations Manager at Uber, in Le Soir, 11 February 2017).
These observations, alongside Uber’s claim that the private car, and not the taxi sector,
is the main competitor, is in line with Pelzer et al. [3], who provided evidence of UberPOP
in Amsterdam seeing itself as “an actor operating outside the taxi field” [3] (p. 7).
4.3.2. Theorization
Our findings also showed clear-cut indications of Uber’s involvement in theorization.
The strategy was expressed in four cause-and-effect relationships featuring the ridesharing
context in which Uber operates as an institutional entrepreneur. The first two most common
cause-and-effect relationships, particularly expressed under UberPOP in 2014 and 2015,
were about the way Uber claimed to contribute to more sustainable mobility plans in
Brussels through its active role in creating a new ecosystem and boosting innovation. By
taking this approach, Uber could make clear why its way of operating ride-hailing services
would be superior to the old way of doing business, thus breaking with business traditions
from the past [16,31]:
“Public transport alone is not enough, it is an unfair ecosystem that does not connect
everyone. Uber makes that complete. We are an answer to the status quo in the transportation sector. An alternative to a world that looks like a parking lot and progresses like
a monster traffic jam.”
(Travis Kalanick, CEO at Uber, in De Tijd, 05 June 2015).
These findings on theorization demonstrate how Uber showed in the media its preparedness to work on sustainable mobility systems in Brussels, by solving issues of traffic
congestion, parking capacity and carbon dioxide emission. Additionally, the idea of an
ecosystem wherein car and bike sharing might replace individual car ownership was
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explicitly addressed to key stakeholders such as the Brussels government and providers of
public transportation.
Uber also stressed the role of innovation in resolving mobility problems during the
COVID-19 pandemic, by offering help and special discounts to medical staff in need for
urgent transport services:
“Although Belgians are invited to stay at home as much as possible, there are people who
have to travel to meet their family responsibilities. We want to support them in these
difficult times and give them the opportunity to be transported comfortably and safely to
their destination.”
(Laurent Slits, Head of Uber Belgium, in Bruzz, 27 April 2020).
A third cause-and-effect relationship stressed how the market could benefit from
more competition through lower prices if Uber would gain further foothold. Although
we counted only one such cause-and-effect relationship, it symbolizes the institutional entrepreneur lecturing society on the principles of competition, as rooted in micro-economics.
Pelzer et al. [3] made a similar observation of theorization, more specifically on how the
platform may help to match supply and demand in a more efficient way.
As a fourth cause-and-effect relationship, Uber linked regulation with innovation
through the adage ‘innovation is faster than regulation’ [3,69]. Playing the role of innovator–
institutional entrepreneur, Uber prefers to create new regulations [16,17] rather than undergo the effects from regulation on operational innovation [84]. Uber takes such a position in the hope that, by imposing innovation, regulation will follow suit [3] (see also
Boon et al. [20] for efforts by Airbnb).
4.3.3. Lobbying
Our findings also highlight Uber as an actor lobbying the governments in order to
gain legitimacy. Lobbying efforts may be based on collective or individual action [17,45,64].
While Uber’s lobbying strategy mostly entailed individual efforts, its collective efforts were
mainly based on collaboration with other actors in the playing field (see Section 4.3.4).
These efforts ranged from advocating the need for an adapted regulatory framework to
introducing itself as a legitimate contributor to local employment and sustainable smart
city standards, in a quest for more acceptance.
“We make the mayors, politicians and civil servants understand that it is possible to
create tens of thousands of jobs and reduce air pollution. Not by simple conviction but on
the basis of figures and external studies.”
(Travis Kalanick, CEO at Uber, in Trends, 09 June 2016).
Notably, Uber directed its efforts at two governance levels: the Brussels Capital Region
and the European Union. This two-tier lobbying approach is not surprising, since Brussels
occupies a position both as capital city of Belgium and centre of EU decision making. This
double function is attractive to companies seeking to optimize lobbying efforts.
A major bone of contention in the legitimacy process has been the contract classification of Uber drivers. Our findings confirm that, already in 2015, Uber tried to counter
debates on the legality of drivers’ statutes by stating that labour contracts were drawn
upon agreement with the Minister of Mobility, though the latter denied this.
“The Uber responsible also states that the contract was drawn up in consultation with
Mobility Minister Pascal Smet, something that his cabinet denies.”
(Uber in Bruzz, 19 October 2015).
Uber’s lobbying activity was strikingly intense in 2014 and 2015, when UberPOP
was making inroads into Brussels. This was the period when Uber lobbyists organized
breakfast meetings with the Brussels Minister of Mobility, much to the frustration of the
incumbent taxi sector (see Section 4.1 for a more contextual discussion of this observation).
Particularly noteworthy is the similar evidence found by Pelzer et al. [3] of UberPOP’s
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intensive lobbying activity, based on the same approach of ‘breakfast meeting’ in the early
period of 2014–2015 in the city of Amsterdam.
In an effort to lobby for more legitimacy, Uber clearly did not leave untapped the
advantage of Brussels as a playing field at the heart of the European Union. An example is
its attempt to capitalize on interventions by Neelie Kroes, Vice President of the Commission
and Commissioner for the Digital Agenda, who expressed herself negatively about Brussels’
opinion against Uber’s operations:
“Uber is here to stay in the Belgian capital, especially since we were encouraged by the
Vice President of the European Commission Neelie Kroes, firmly opposed to this decision.
According to her, we must stop protecting actors in an artificial way. I hope this position
will resonate with many public authorities and regulators around the world.”
(Dimitri Gore-Coty, General Manager at Uber Western Europe, in La Libre Belgique, 17 April 2014).
Uber lobbyist, Mark McGann, invoked his power at EU level to enforce a breakthrough
at Brussels level:
“If member states like Belgium do not decide to modernize the regulatory framework, a
European solution will be imposed.”
(Mark McGann, Uber head of policy EMEA, in Le Soir, 04 September 2015).
Following the low activity of institutional work from 2017 to 2019, Uber’s lobbying
actions began to revive in 2020, in response to a lawsuit filed by the Belgian Taxi Federation
(FeBet), claiming the illegality of Uber’s platform-based operations in Brussels.
4.3.4. Collaboration
In 2014 and 2015, Uber strived to take a firm grip on the Brussels market of ridesharing.
Our observations have shown how Uber built strategic collaborations to obtain legitimacy
through consolidation of power. Seeking to share a common objective [31], Uber collaborated with the local public transport company, with insurance companies (to insure drivers),
and with Brussels Airlines (for discounts on Uber rides). Competitors such as Djump were
approached in 2015 to increase influence on the drafting of a new taxi law:
“In the meantime, Uber and Djump have welcomed Pascal Smet’s project in a joint press
release. ‘The leadership shown by the Brussels government shows that affordable prices,
public safety and consumer choice are perfectly compatible’, they indicated.”
(Uber and Djump in Le Soir, 28 February 2015).
Data have also revealed network-based approaches in 2016 between Uber and incumbent taxi drivers, who joined on a full-time basis or in combination with the job of taxi
driver. According to Filip Nuytemans, General Manager at Uber Belgium, the main reason
taxi drivers started to join, was as follows:
“More and more taxi drivers are also inquiring about becoming drivers on our platform.
I think the situation in the taxi business is not ideal. For them, this is the opportunity to
become their own boss.”
(Filip Nuytemans, General Manager at Uber Belgium, in Le Soir, 12 May 2016).
4.3.5. Negotiation
While negotiation as a strategy is rather implicitly mentioned in Pacheco et al. [17], it
has been conceptualized by Klein Woolthuis et al. [31] and further tested by
Pelzer et al. [3] as a tactic of institutional work in the city context. Since the scope of
research in both studies (sustainable urban development in Klein Woolthuis et al. [31] and
Uber in Amsterdam in Pelzer et al. [3]) is in line with our study subject, we included the
strategy of negotiation in our analysis. Including this strategy has enabled us to make
comparisons in terms of theoretical and practical implications. Although our observations
provided only limited support for negotiation as a strategy, some findings are worth discussing. In 2014, when the UberPOP service entered the Brussels market, Uber expressed
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two times via the media its preparedness to talk with the Brussels government. While the
frequency of occurrence of negotiation as a strategy is limited, it is in line with the timing
of UberPOP’s negotiation strategy in Amsterdam [3].
“Rather than talk to us, the government is leaking material to the media. This makes
clear that the government does not understand the needs of its inhabitants: namely
transparency, free choice and affordable prices.”
(Susanne Stulemeyer in Bruzz, 07 March 2014).
4.3.6. Market Strategy
The sixth strategy that emerged inductively from the coding process has highlighted
the use by Uber of marketing campaigns in 2014 and 2015 to reach out to users. This insight
contributes to scholarly work stressing the need to divide institutional work into both
market and nonmarket strategies, if we are to better understand a company’s political work
(e.g., Dorobantu et al. [23]; Uzunca et al. [21]). Actions ranged from fare discounts to free
rides offered to users, who greatly responded when taxi services were down due to protest
actions held by incumbents. In 2015, Uber also approached the market segment of students
by offering bonus discounts to student clubs in Brussels as an alternative to arrangements
previously agreed upon with Taxi Verts, a major incumbent taxi company.
“The battle between Uber and the traditional taxi sector is raging fiercely in Brussels.
The student market appears to be an important goal in this respect. This is evident from
an e-mail to the club of law students at the ULB (Université Libre de Bruxelles). In the
mail, the marketing manager of Uber offers the students a free ride worth 15 euros. Yet,
there is also talk of a bonus per ride that the student club would receive in cash.”
(Bruzz, 26 March 2015).
5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed two research questions: (1) ‘Through which strategies of
institutional work does Uber attempt to reshape the institutional context?’ and (2) ‘How
does the city context of Brussels Capital Region contribute to understanding Uber’s efforts
and (lack of) success in gaining legitimacy?’.
Regarding the first research question, our findings have revealed that as soon as Uber
entered the Brussels market in 2014 with UberPOP, the ridesharing company immediately
played the role of institutional entrepreneur. Uber used the typical strategies of institutional
work, as identified in the theory, though with varying frequencies. While in the first year
of operation framing and lobbying were notably the predominant strategies, the situation
promptly changed in 2015, as Uber’s actions of lobbying began to overtake those of
framing. The timeline that we introduced in our study has helped to highlight the ups
and downs in Uber’s actions of institutional work. It also enabled us to check if strategies
followed a logical time order. Our findings showed evidence of intense institutional work
by Uber during the first two years of operation in Brussels, followed by low activity in
2016 and 2017. More recently, in 2019 and 2020, the actions of institutional work slightly
regained momentum, which coincided with growing protests by the incumbent Brussels
taxi industry and court rulings deciding against Uber’s practices. According to our findings,
Uber’s institutional strategies did not follow a specific time order. Consequently, there is no
support for the idea (e.g., Battilana et al. [19]; Binz et al. [69]) that institutional entrepreneurs
would first tend to focus on strategies aimed at vision sharing (in the form of framing and
theorization), before embarking on allocating resources through lobbying, collaboration,
negotiation, and, by extension, market strategy. Interestingly, the lack of support for a time
order has also featured in recent research on Uber’s institutional work in Amsterdam [3].
Future research could examine to what extent this finding is generalizable and fits in the
sharing economy logic.
The second research question has been addressed by taking a contingency perspective.
Using this perspective, we have generated insights into Uber’s strategies in the Brussels
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context. The findings on the seven-year history of Uber’s institutional work in Brussels
have raised the question whether Uber’s strategic efforts have really turned out in its favour.
Thus far, Uber’s presence in Brussels has not been an unqualified success. The picture is
rather one of nuance, showing conflictive forces along with a certain degree of acceptance
among users in the market of ridesharing. Similarly to the Amsterdam experience [3], the
Brussels launch of UberPOP clearly proved short-lived and a failure of institutional work.
The fact that Uber has so far not fully succeeded in radically changing the institutional
environment is definitely due to the strong resistance from the incumbent taxi industry and
the variating stances taken by local policy makers, who all have their share in these dynamics [85]. Besides, Brussels politics is complex, since power is distributed simultaneously at
the European, federal, provincial, city and communal levels [86]. However, the launch of
the new services UberX, UberBLACK, and UberVAN that succeeded the UberPOP service
has illustrated that even in institutionally complex and strong environments, companies
may persevere in seeking lacunas in the system (e.g., the limousine legislation used by
Uber as a loophole). Rather than disrupt the institutional playing field in Brussels, Uber
mainly focused on keeping a grip on the market by appearing in new guises. During this
process, the synergies between Brussels’ functions of both the capital of Belgium and hub
of EU decision making were not left unused by Uber when it came to mobilizing lobbying
efforts. However, to date, a radical change in institutions has not been seen, which feeds
the debate about whether Uber is really the disruptive innovator that it is often described
to be [44]. More subtle, piecemeal actions may nevertheless also be beneficial for Uber in
gaining legitimacy. Future research may look into these alternative tactics.
Our study has implications for sustainability. Uber’s explicit articulations on how
Brussels could benefit from ridesharing services are an indication that the company is prepared to reach out to city governors to find a common sustainability agenda. Additionally,
the findings from the historical analysis have highlighted Uber’s alleged commitment to
sustainability in environmental, technological, economic and social terms. It is in those
terms that the impact of the sharing economy on sustainability has recently been conceptualised and analysed in the literature (e.g., Cohen and Kietzmann [34]; Plepys and Singh [39];
Enochsson et al. [33]). Other studies have identified private car ownership as main cause
of negative externalities. Problems of high transport energy usage [87] along with issues of
traffic congestion, noise, road damage, and the invasion of public space [88] have proved a
challenge to progressing towards environmental sustainability. Additionally, studies on
mobility in the urban area of Brussels and regions beyond [89,90] have stressed the need
for removing the dominant use of the individual car, in order to reduce social costs in terms
of air pollution, noise, accidents, and congestion.
Through tactics of theorization and lobbying, Uber has showed its preparedness to
act as a contributor to sustainable mobility systems. The willingness to tackle issues of
traffic congestion, parking space and carbon dioxide emission has indicated efforts to
meet environmental requirements in favour of sustainable mobility. Since ridesharing
may serve as a greener and cheaper alternative to private car use [39], Uber has an obvious role to play in Brussels’ plans for sustainable development. Recent studies have
highlighted the promising role of concepts such as Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS), to which
ridesharing services may contribute through increased efficiency both for mobility systems
and individual users [37]. By combining multi-modal transportation with new ICT and
app-based technologies, MaaS may help to redesign future urban mobility [91,92]. The
results of recent studies have stressed that ridesharing services such as Uber may play an
active role in terms of lower congestion [38], as well as lower travel times and costs due
to improved ride matching as part of a multi-modal network [93]. However, the positive
effects of ridesharing on energy consumption have been rather undetermined and need
further study [92].
Investments in infrastructure for cycling and other transport modes, along with the
zero emission target set by 2025 [94], may help to further stimulate technology-based
multi-modal transport systems in Brussels [95]. The zero-emission target is, anyhow, a
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major pre-requisite, if we expect Uber to make cities such as Brussels more sustainable. The
pre-requisite is important to curb possible adverse effects from the fact that the limousine
legislation, under which Uber is operating in Brussels, does not cap the number of cars in
circulation [96]. The mobility plan ‘Good Move’ (2020–2030) of the Brussels Capital Region
entails Mobility-as-a-Service as a key component that integrates transport services into
digital platforms. In the plan, however, the definition and role of ridesharing services in
relation to taxi services need further clarification [97].
By framing itself as a ‘technology company’ rather than a taxi company, Uber stressed
the importance of ICT and apps in ridesharing services. To the extent that technology helps
utilize idling resources as part of collaborative consumption [33,34], ridesharing companies
such as Uber may help to facilitate sustainable mobility systems. While measuring idle
capacity utilization is beyond the scope of the current study, it is worth emphasizing how
Uber’s rhetoric on this subject has proved accommodative towards Brussels’ strategy on low
emission mobility [96]. As the strategy stated, the capital of Brussels has involved platform
companies such as Uber in initiatives for greener mobility and for a more level playing
field. This is a positive evolution, given Brussels’ challenging and sometimes conflictive
process of decision making, as indicated by the findings. Another interesting element from
the findings is that the use of ICT through apps has spilled over to the more traditional,
incumbent taxi sector. This illustrates how newcomers such as Uber may revitalise the
incumbent sector by introducing technology norms for a more efficient and sustainable
taxi market. The use of ICT may also lead to lower fares for users, which is a positive
implication for sustainability in economic terms [39]. However, the economic impact
may also be negative. First, lower prices may lead to overconsumption of ridesharing
services [39,98], and consequently require more capacity and infrastructure up to a level
that is not necessarily optimal. Second, if pricing behaviour becomes predatory, new
entrants may be kept out of the market. The increased monopoly power that may result
from it would be unsustainable due to welfare losses in the market [99]. The creation
of a more competitive playing field that harmonises both the innovative ridesharing
and more traditional taxi services may help to avoid such problems. The findings from
our longitudinal analysis indicated that initially Brussels’ efforts in that direction were
insufficient. However, in the meantime, Brussels’ roadmap for sustainable mobility has
stipulated the innovative business models as a key player in the market of taxi rides [96].
In terms of social sustainability, Uber’s alleged commitment primarily concerned its
contribution to job creation through the employment of drivers. Recent figures have indeed
confirmed an increase in Brussels between 2019 and 2021 in the number of Uber cars, from
1200 up to more than 2000 [100]. In addition, as Uber switched from UberPOP to UberX,
the company was set to comply with license requirements. However, these efforts tended
to contrast with the conflictive situation that culminated in the Court’s decision that Uber
drivers must be treated as workers rather than as being self-employed. While the decision
is beneficial to the incumbent taxi sector, it may also be a sign that ridesharing in Brussels
is losing out on its ‘gig economy’ features, and maturing towards more social protection.
6. Further Implications and Limitations
This study also addressed gaps in the literature. The insights on Uber in Brussels
have enabled cross-context and cross-case comparison with previous findings on institutional work in the sharing economy. Our findings have revealed similarities (e.g., the
factors behind the failure of UberPOP) as well as differences (e.g., the particularly complex
governance structure of Brussels deviating from other municipal contexts) with findings
in previous research. The longitudinal approach in turn has helped to put institutional
strategies in a time perspective. It has become clear that an entrepreneur’s institutional
work is a dynamic process of ups and downs, that is subject to change over time.
Using the framework of ‘coevolution of institutional entrepreneurship’ developed
by Pacheco et al. [17], and adjusted after testing by Klein Woolthuis et al. [31] and Pelzer
et al. [3], has helped to effectively answer our research questions. Holding an integrative
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view, the framework conceptualises the institutional entrepreneur as an actor who, driven
by self-interest, wants to change institutions not only to obtain legitimacy, but also to
gain economic rent. The contingency perspective that we added to our analysis has
shown that context matters if we are to understand the interplay between the institutional
entrepreneur and the institutional environment. Consequently, focusing on the local
governance level is not at odds with the global market position that companies such as
Uber tend to occupy [8,19,21].
Our findings also provided support for the strategy of negotiation, proposed by Klein
Woolthuis et al. [31] as an additional key tactic of institutional work, and in line with
evidence on Uber in Amsterdam [3], though at a rather low frequency.
The concept of market strategy, that emerged inductively from our data, has given
relevance to both market and nonmarket strategies as tactics of institutional work (e.g.,
Uzunca et al. [21]; Dorobantu et al. [23]). Future research could look further into how these
strategies may reinforce institutional change in specific contexts.
From our research, we have learnt that the richness of the existing literature on institutional entrepreneurship comes with a challenge. More specifically, choosing an appropriate
theoretical framework needs careful thought and reflection, given the many theoretical
lenses drawing from a variety of disciplines (e.g., sociology, management, economics,
etc.) [5]. The various empirical applications that recently emerged in the field of institutional entrepreneurship have shown that each theory (e.g., Lawrence and Suddaby [16];
Pacheco et al. [17]) has its merits and limitations. Now that research on institutional entrepreneurship in the sharing economy has reached a more mature stage (e.g., Mair and
Reischauer [2]), we motivate scholars to stimulate the debate on the appropriateness of the
various theories in relation to the scope and aim of research.
Our findings also provided implications for companies and policy makers by calling
for more leadership from both sides. Ridesharing companies such as Uber should realise
that contexts of strong regulation and resistance by incumbents, as is the case in Brussels,
may turn very conflictive if an innovator is to enter the market. Failing to take into account
concerns of local communities may in the end be counterproductive and, not in the least,
costly for the (ridesharing) company [101]. Therefore, if Uber wants to achieve long-term
embeddedness in the market, it will need to keep the finger on the pulse of the city context,
to make sure that the corporate interest and interests of stakeholders are aligned.
For city authorities, such as the Brussels government, we recommend the development of an agenda that addresses more proactively the arrival of innovative business
models. Admittedly, policy makers who are to welcome disruptive newcomers should be
given time to adapt to the new situation. Especially in the first years of market presence,
Uber’s operations may tend to overwhelm local governments that are not familiar with
new business models [102]. However, the passing of time should leave less room for
evasions and urge both Uber and policy makers to take on responsibility. Mutual efforts
to seek common agendas should enable key actors to evolve beyond complex decision
making and conflicts in the strongly protected taxi market. Brussels’ roadmaps and plans
for future mobility have confirmed local governors’ efforts to involve Uber and other
ridesharing companies in future mobility actions [96]. Additionally, other recent studies
(e.g., Thelen [22]; Agyemang [26]; Zvolska et al. [36]) have shown how city authorities all
too frequently take a reactive approach, paving the way for conflicts, strikes and court
rulings, instead of developing vision for the long term. Actions of politicking or rapidly
changing policy priorities will do little to turn the tide. Additionally, the practice by city
authorities of invoking moral arguments, as appeared from our findings, risks ending up
in deadlocks, especially when the focus remains on countering the innovative newcomer.
If city authorities are to build pathways to sustainable smart cities [29], then the moral
argument may prove more effective when it is primarily used for long term vision and
commitment on sustainable mobility. Keeping a focus on sustainability is more likely to be
successful in creating a playing field that is beneficial to the broader society.
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Our study has some limitations. First, our sample may suffer from bias, a common
limitation of press text analysis. What we know about Uber’s institutional strategies
is based on what was reported in the press. However, even high-quality journalism
is not free from possible bias, due to nudging techniques being used for commercial
purposes. This bias may eventually reflect on the amount and quality of the news reporting.
Challenges to measure lobbying, an often hidden activity [58,63,65], may further reinforce
the bias. Of all institutional strategies, lobbying is the most sensitive and therefore more
likely to be underreported in the analysis, despite regular media coverage. Lobbying
contrasts with strategies of framing and theorization, which particularly thrive on (media)
communication. The strategy also differs from collaboration, negotiation, and market
strategies, which are typically more public. To keep a consistent methodology lens, we
preferred, however, to measure all strategies using the same type of data collection based
on content analysis. Future research could further explore lobbying actions in ridesharing,
by using alternative measures.
Second, there is a caveat to the occurrence-based approach of the content analysis. The
low frequency that characterizes some tactics raises questions regarding representativeness.
Even the higher frequencies should be interpreted with caution, given the non-randomized,
purposive sample that is used. The quantitative part of the results should therefore be seen
as illustrative to the more comprehensive qualitative part of the analysis. Especially the
latter has contributed to understanding Uber’s institutional work in the Brussels context,
in relation to other actors in the playing field.
Third, in mapping out the nonmarket and market institutional strategies, the question
has remained as through which process strategies tend to translate into legitimacy seeking
and, eventually, institutional change. Further insight into this process may be gathered
through interviews that contrast and compare views of managerial decision makers in the
sharing economy with views of local policy makers.
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